
Criteria Ratings Pts

3 pts

2 pts

3 pts

Flippity
Instructional
Material

3 to >2.25 pts
Proficient

All are met: Link to example is accessible by
instructor and uses the spreadsheet option.
Lesson material includes content appropriate for
the students you teach (e.g. K-6). Flippity
includes sufficient content to support a robust
lesson for your students.

2.25 to >1.13 pts
Basic

One or more of the following is not met: Link to example
is accessible by instructor and uses the spreadsheet
option. Lesson material includes content appropriate for
the students you teach (e.g. K-6). Flippity includes
sufficient content to support a robust lesson for your
students.

1.13 to >0 pts
Needs Improvement

None are met: Link to example is accessible by
instructor and uses the spreadsheet option.
Lesson material includes content appropriate for
the students you teach (e.g. K-6). Flippity includes
sufficient content to support a robust lesson for
your students.

Lesson Plan
(After) -
Format

2 to >1.5 pts
Proficient

All of the following are met: Lesson plan is two-three
pages in length. Lesson plan uses provided template
and follows formatting guidelines. All fields are
complete and written in polished and grammatically
correct language.

1.5 to >0.5 pts
Basic

One or more is not met: Lesson plan is two-three
pages in length. Lesson plan uses provided template
and follows formatting guidelines. All fields are
complete and written in polished and grammatically
correct language.

0.5 to >0 pts
Needs Improvement

None are met: Lesson plan is two-three pages in
length. Lesson plan uses provided template and
follows formatting guidelines. All fields are
complete and written in polished and
grammatically correct language.

Lesson Plan
(After) -
Content

3 to >2.25 pts
Proficient

All of the following are met: Lesson plan standard
and objective aligns with each other and the lesson
assessment. Lesson plan includes engaging
instruction that is appropriate for the students
taught. Procedures section is detailed and
sequenced well.

2.25 to >1.13 pts
Basic

One or more is not met: Lesson plan standard and
objective aligns with each other and the lesson
assessment. Lesson plan includes engaging
instruction that is appropriate for the students taught.
Procedures section is detailed and sequenced well.

1.13 to >0 pts
Needs Improvement

None are met: Lesson plan standard and
objective align with each other and the lesson
assessment. Lesson plan includes engaging
instruction that is appropriate for the students
taught. Procedures section is detailed and
sequenced well.



Total Points: 13

Criteria Ratings Pts

4 pts

1 pts

Lesson
Reflection

4 to >3 pts
Proficient
All are met and possibly exceeded: Reflection
addresses all 4 prompts and is written in clear and
professional language that goes beyond shallow
reporting of what happened. Reflection
demonstrates time in thinking deeply about the
lesson and what was learned by both students and
intern.

3 to >1 pts
Basic
Partially met with one aspect not fully addressed:
Reflection addresses all prompts and is written in
clear and professional language that goes beyond
shallow reporting of what happened. Reflection
demonstrates time in thinking deeply about the
lesson and what was learned by both students and
intern.

1 to >0 pts
Needs Improvement
Not met with more than one aspect not fully
addressed: Reflection addresses all prompts and is
written in clear and professional language that goes
beyond shallow reporting of what happened.
Reflection demonstrates time in thinking deeply about
the lesson and what was learned by both students
and intern.

AI Lesson
(Before)

1 to >0 pts
Full Credit
AI generated lesson is included in the submission and is related to the
final lesson taught.

0 pts
No credit
AI generated lesson is not included in the submission and/or is clearly related to the
final lesson taught.


